Filter Replacement
To order filters, please visit www.apacegrill.com/shop and follow the instructions provided. You
can also call (248) 305-8882 to speak to our sales team.

COMBO FILTER
Pi Distribution, Inc. has pioneered the Combo Filter by combining a carbon filter and a MERV filter
to capture grease-laden air while purifying the air of any odors. The Combo Filter is a disposable
filter and is recommended to get replaced every 2-4 months depending on cooking volume. Your
HMI screen will indicate immediate diagnostics of the filter life.
Part #

Item Name

Description

Qty

Price / Filter

CF802

Combo Filter

Carbon / MERV Combo Filter

1

$229.95

CF802

Combo Filter

Carbon / MERV Combo Filter

5

$214.95

CF802

Combo Filter

Carbon / MERV Combo Filter

10

$199.95

WOOL BAFFLE FILTER
The Wool Baffle Filter is a disposable filter designed to capture grease-laden air and prolongs
the life of the Combo Filter. There is a filter life cycle instructing when to replace the filter. When
changing out the filter, only the wool insert needs to be replaced.
Part #

Item Name

Description

Qty

Price / Filter

CF800

Baffle Filter Frame

Stainless Steal Frame

1

$79.95

CF801

Wool

Wool Insert (50 Sheets/Case)

1

$249.95

PUSH AIR FILTER
The purpose of the Push Air Filter is to filter any dust particles as well as other small particulates
from the Push Air Blower. The recommended life cycle for the Push Air Filter is one (1) year.
Part #

Item Name

Description

CF804

Push Air Filter

Filter Sheet Insert (5/Pack)

Qty

Price / Filter
1

$8.95

The information presented on this document is only for the purpose of informing the customer of the suggested lifetime cycles for the individual filters, replacements, as
well as pricing information. Pricing is subject to change without public notification. To check for the most accurate prices, please call (248) 305-8882. Pi Distribution, Inc. is
not liable for the lifetime of any products and/or the recommended life cycle for any of the products. If there are any external damages, please file a claim with the shipping
provider. If there are defects with any of the products, please email us at info@apacegrill.com.
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Filter Replacement
COMBO FILTER REPLACEMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Pull out the APACE moveable platform and undo the latches on the tunnel. Carefully take out the
Combo Filter using the “D” rings placed on top of the unit. Insert a new filter in place and reclose
the latches of the tunnel. (Refer to image A)

WOOL BAFFLE FILTER REPLACEMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Open the Front Access Panel on the plenum. The filter should be changed once the ribs are no
longer visible. To change out, simply remove the Baffle Filter and replace the wool insert within
the Baffle Filter. (Refer to image B)

PUSH AIR FILTER REPLACEMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Push Air Filter only needs to be changed every year or two. The Push Air Blower is located on the
back right hand side (chef point of view). Remove the filter paper and replace it with a new one.
(Refer to image C.)
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